Classic Cars

VOCHO THE LOVE BUG

“P

By Kenneth E. Seaton

UNCH BUGGY RED [OR BLUE, GREEN OR
WHATEVER YOUR FAVORITE COLOUR WAS]
NO PUNCH BACK” THOSE WORDS SHOULD
EVOKE FOND MEMORIES OF ANOTHER ERA. A TIME OF
LONG DRIVES IN THE FAMILY CAR WITH KIDS EAGERLY
PEERING OUT THE WINDOWS SEARCHING AND HOPING
TO BE THE FIRST ONE TO SPOT THE UNIQUE LOOKING
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE.
This was the one time that you could gleefully pound on your
siblings and get away with it. Who doesn’t affectionately remember the punch buggy, beetle, bug or Vocho! Vocho? Yes Vocho (or
Vochito for the kiddies) for that’s what it’s called in Mexico – the
true home of the German Volkswagen Beetle.
It is purported that back in 1933 Adolf Hitler talked of developing a “Volks-Wagen” or (“People Car”). His dream was to
produce a cheap, basic automobile that could transport two adults
and three children at speeds of up to 100 km/h. Hitler is even
credited with the vehicles iconic style as he is alleged to have said
that “It should look like a Beetle, you have to look to nature to
find out what streamlining is.”

In 1954 Volkswagen de Mexico (VWM) began its foray into
Mexico by importing completely assembled vehicles. Included in
its first shipment from Germany were 250 Beetles. StudebakerPackard in 1955 entered into a joint venture arrangement with
Volkswagen to assemble Beetles in Mexico from fully disassembled kits. To solidify their future with Volkswagen in 1962 the
Mexican Government donated land in a town called Puebla and
began construction of a new assembly plant.
The VWM-Puebla plant, which lies approximately 80 miles
southeast of Mexico City, began production in 1966 primarily to
serve the domestic market. The first Volkswagen Beetle or Vocho rolled off the assembly line on 23rd of October in 1967. The
final Vocho, with much fanfare, tears and (typically Mexican) serenaded by a mariachi band, drove off the line on July the 30th in
2003 and went directly to the Volkswagen museum in Wolfsburg,
Germany.
In-between 1967 and 2003 VWM-Puebla produced a whopn o v e m b e r 2013
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ping 21,529,464 Beetles. For decades, the
Vocho was the biggest-selling car in the
country, known for its reliability, strength
and for being cheap on gas.
It became a vehicle for the masses
with no class distinction…it seemed that
everyone drove a Vocho. In-fact by 1973
one out of every three cars sold in Mexico
was a Vocho.
The VWM-Puebla operation has
grown to become one of the largest auto
factories in North America. In 1991 at
the peak of Beetle production the plant
employed 17,000 people. Currently it employs some 14,000 workers. The plant is a
state-of-the-art facility that’s chock full of
computers and industrial robots with a capability of producing 2,500 cars a day including; not just the New Beetle, but also
Jetta and Golf models. In 2012, it manufactured 604,000 vehicles, setting a new
production record.
If you were to visit VWM-Puebla you
would find a plant that has developed
into a small city. It runs its own tour bus,
employee transportation system, stores,
restaurants and production plants. One
of the odd spin offs of VWM-Puebla is
the over 100 outsourcing suppliers that
have opened for business nearby. 30% of

minimum salary is US$5 per day. VWM is
concerned about the health and safety of
its employees and are constantly training
and retraining their staff. By utilizing using international standards they are working diligently to ensure maximum safety
and efficiency.
Employee loyalty is a key component to VWM success story. It not only
concerns itself with its employees’ health
and welfare but also contributes to their
education. Rodolfo Morales C. (FO FO to
his friends) is an International Buyer with
VWM-Puebla and was born into the company. His father has worked for VW for
over 36 years as a toolmaker. FO FO has
been with VWM for six years and says that

Puebla’s economy comes directly and indirectly from the VW plant.
Volkswagen de México pays its employees the top wages in the market place
with worker’s earning an average salary
of around US$40 a day. Officially Mexico’s

“Volkswagen has been great for my Papa
and I and we love working for them!”
He has fond memories of his first time
driving a Vocho and remembers some of
truly unique Vochos that have come from
the plant. E.g.: the 3000th edition Vocho
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presented to Pope John Paul II, the World
Cup Bug created for the 1986 World Cup,
a Huichol (a Mexican indigenous group)
Beetle that they decorated with their traditional glass beads; in 1990 the one millionth Beetle to be assembled-in-Mexico
was presented to then President De La
Madrid.
No article on the VW Beetle (forever
idolized in Disney’s 1969 Herbie the Love
Bug movie) or Vocho would be complete
without paying homage to the one time
workhorse of the Mexican Taxi fleet. In
1971 there were over 120,000 Vocho taxis
scurrying around the maze that is Mexico
City. They had their front passenger seat
removed (allowing more room for cargo
or passengers), a bare minimum of cushion in the bench seat, usually with no or
little shocks, springs and always (or so
it seemed) a muffler that leaked exhaust
fumes directly into the passenger compartment.
While most Mexican Vocho taxi drivers (carrying a hammer and screwdriver to
make repairs) swear by them, the majority of their passengers just swear at them!
Every ride was an adventure with the not
uncommon sight of a taxi pulled over to
the side of the road with its driver’s legs
sprawling out from under it as he made
repairs. You would often hear the cry of
“Una Mas (One More)” as another passenger would shoehorn themselves into the
Vocho.
“There has not been and there will
never be another car,” says Jorge Ramirez
Pérez, a taxi driver who has been driving
a Beetle for 19 years, “as tough as or efficient like the Vocho.” He proudly declared
of his 92 Vocho while using a rag to clear
the inside of the fogged up windshield as
his tiny black and white TV was tuned
into the local soccer match.
Sadly, today there are very few Vocho taxis puttering around searching for
riders. A combination of age, absence of
parts, inability to meet new emissions
standards, safety concerns (due to its lack
of front passenger seat the Vocho was a
vehicle of choice for robbers and kidnappers) and the passing of a Mexican City
ordinance requiring that all taxis must
have four doors have brought about the
end to this one time proud symbol of the
city.
However every person who has driven
or ridden in (or on) a Vocho cannot help
but mourn its passing. A new generation
of kids (the ones without an electronic device in their hands) are being deprived of
a truly unique and enjoyable car game.
Happy Trails Punch Buggy Vocho!!!!

